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The Audio Extractor 2.1 - The 7-in-1 Audio App for Music Lovers
Published on 12/08/15
Dubai-based independent developer, Ammar Salem announces The Audio Extractor 2.1, an
important update to his popular audio utility app for iOS devices. The Audio Extractor
offers seven music apps in one. The app brings the ability to extract audio from videos
stored in a device's Camera Roll. This app also offers a song editor, a voice changer, a
BPM calculator, text-to-speech, and music recognition capabilities. Version 2.1 now
includes MemoTone an entertaining tone memory game.
Dubai, United Arab Emirates - Independent developer, Ammar Salem is proud to announce the
release of The Audio Extractor 2.1, an important update to his popular audio utility app
for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch devices. The Audio Extractor offers anyone the ability to
extract audio from any videos stored on their device's Camera Roll. In addition, the app
also offers a song editor, voice changer, a BPM calculator, music recognition functions,
text-to-speech capabilities, and an entertaining tone memory game.
The Audio Extractor offers 7-apps-in-1, offering a great value to anyone who enjoys
working with music and other types or audio. The app is designed to be an all-in-one audio
suite, offering multiple ways to work and play with audio. Once users try this app,
they'll never look at audio the same way again.
"The Audio Extractor was the first app of its kind on the App Store, with its ability to
extract audio from any video stored on an iOS device's Camera Roll," says the app's
developer, Ammar Salem. "While this was the app's only function in version 1, it quickly
became popular, offering great utility to users around the world. Fans of the app will be
pleased to find that version 2.1 of The Audio Extractor offers so much more!"
The Audio Extractor offers seven great functions; it's like getting seven apps for the
price of one. The app's features offer users a full-blown audio editing and listening
suite in the palm of their hand.
From Vidz:
This feature extracts audio from video, allowing anyone to extract the audio from any
video stored on their iOS device's Camera Roll. Users can cut, lengthen, mark in and mark
out to select just the right timing, extract, save and share, saving only the portion of
the audio they need.
Beat Calculator:
This feature uses the Audio Extractor engine to quickly and efficiently calculate the
Beats per Minute of any music, both from your iTunes library, and any music playing around
you, live or recorded. Simply select the song from your library, or let the app listen to
the live audio source, and it will calculate the BPM of that music source.
Voice Changer:
The app's Voice Changer/Song Editor allows users to record their own voice, or import
songs from their music library, and apply a huge variety of effects. Once the audio is
perfect, it's easy to share the resulting masterpiece with family and friends. Special
effects include a Minion voice effect, echo effects, the ability to speed up and slow down
the audio, the ability to add city and nature effects, play audio in reverse, and more.
GeTune Music Recognition:
Working similar to the popular Shazam service, the GeTune Music Recognition feature allows
users to simply hold their iPhone up while a song is playing, and allow the app to listen.
Within seconds, the app will have identified the song and display the name of the song,
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the album it is on, and the artist who sings it. Tap the result, and the app displays a
list of YouTube videos associated with the song, ready for viewing. Also included is a
handy History function that allows browsing of previously recognized songs.
Text to Audio:
The Audio Extractor app's Text to Audio feature is a powerful, yet simple to use tool that
allows anyone to type or paste a text string into the app, and have it read back to them
in a clear and natural sounding voice. Users can adjust the speed, tone, and even the
accent of the voice playback.
MemoTone - The Tone Memory Game:
This new addition to The Audio Extractor offers a challenging test to a player's musical
intelligence. Everyone will enjoy this uniquely challenging tone memory game, where
they'll match the blocks according to the tone they make. This unusual game will exercise
the participant's brain, while building essential listening skills. This game will be a
free update for current owners of the app.
Music Player:
Last, but certainly not least, The Audio Extractor offers up this simple and beautiful
music player. The player is designed to be easy to use, and to quickly allow listeners to
access their music library for their listening pleasure. It even offers the ability to
operated from the iOS lock screen.
"I hate it when I try to use an app, and find there are just too many steps in between me,
and what I want to get done," continued Ammar. "That's why I kept The Audio Extractor
simple and easy to use, even with it's numerous features, everything in the app is
accessible in just a few taps of the screen."
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 7.0 or later
* 45.4 MB
Pricing and Availability:
The Audio Extractor 2.1 is $2.99 USD (or an equivalent amount in other currencies) and is
available exclusively through the App Store in the Utilities category. Promo codes are
available to members of the press. There is also a lite version available.
The Audio Extractor 2.1:
http://theaudioextractor.com
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/the-audio-extractor/id859560590
Download Lite from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/the-audio-extractor-lite/id1055119863
Screenshot:
http://theaudioextractor.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/The-Audio-extractor.png
App Icon:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple69/v4/53/74/71/53747159-4327-5844-d696-e736311b54ef/i
con175x175.jpeg
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Ammar Salem is an independent developer, based in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Ammar
released his first app in the App Store in April 2014. Ammar is proud that he is one of
the few Arab developers who made it to the App Store with no outside support. Ammar has
one mission, to keep his development process moving forward, continually providing his
users with cutting edge features, using the latest technology. Copyright (C) 2015 Ammar
Salem. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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